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Section B13 Spinnaker Gear 
 
B13.1 Spinnaker Pole Adjusting Tackles 
 
A Pole Adjusting Tackle enables the spinnaker pole to be raised and lowered on the mast if the mast is 
fitted with a Spinnaker Track (such as Part Nos. IMFT32 or IMFT32/2 – see Section 28.1) and Spinnaker Pole 
Slider. This is necessary for dip-pole gybing, assists effective trimming of the spinnaker, and enables 
vertical-stowage of the spinnaker pole. 
 
The system consists of an endless loop rope from the top of the Slider up to the top end of the track, 
down to the bottom end of the track, then up to the bottom end of the Slider. Sufficient rope is provided 
in the loop to enable cleating (cleat is provided). The standard system is single-purchase and includes 
cheek blocks at top and bottom of the track. An alternative, necessary to handle the weight of bigger 
spinnaker poles, is double-purchase with roller blocks. A third alternative is the heavy-duty system which 
is usually used in conjunction with a mast-mounted Line Tender Winch (Part No. 491401). 
 
DESCRIPTION PART NO. SUIT MAST SIZE 

Pole Adjusting Tackle - single-purchase with cheek blocks 013.035 Up to IM22W 

Pole Adjusting Tackle - double-purchase with roller blocks 013.034 IM22W and above 

Pole Adjusting Tackle - single-purchase heavy-duty system 013.032 AYS235 and above 
 
 
B13.2 Spinnaker Fittings - Miscellaneous  
 
PART NO. DESCRIPTION USE 

013.008 Jockey Pole Ring 

The ring is used for attaching a jockey pole to the mast. 
As such, one should be fixed to each side of the mast 
near the deck. The base plate has four holes, one at 
each corner, for fixing. 

 
013.010 
013.012 
013.011 

 
Spinnaker Pole Slider - heavy-duty 
Spinnaker Pole Slider - with ring 
Spinnaker Pole Track Stop 

All suit 32mm track (both IMFT32.A and IMFT32/2.A) 
Includes vertical pin and bushing to suit Seldén knuckle 
With fixed ring to suit beak fitting on pole 
Prevents slider from coming off track end 

013.070 Reducer 100 - 80 Allows 100mm spin. pole to use 80mm end fitting 

013.080 Reducer 125 - 100 Allows 125mm spin. pole to use 100mm end fitting 

013.401 
013.403 
013.405 

Pole Stowage Bracket 80 
Pole Stowage Bracket 100 
Pole Stowage Bracket 125 

Enables vertical stowage of the spinnaker pole on the 
mast; the bracket secures the bottom end; sized 
according to spinnaker pole diameter; anodised 
aluminium construction 

013.021 
013.022 

Spectacle Fairlead Single 
Spectacle Fairlead Double 

An alternative to a deflector block for a masthead 
spinnaker hoist; minimizes distance from sheave box to 
deflector whilst keeping halyard in line with sheave; can 
be either single (one spinnaker halyard only) or double 
(two spinnaker halyards); to be used with spectra 
halyard only 

 

 
013.008 

 
013.011 

 
013.080 
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Jockey Pole Ring Spinnaker Pole Track Stop Reducer 100 - 80 
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